Response of mouse plantaris muscle to functional overload: comparison with rat and cat.
Functional overload (FO) of a muscle by removing its synergists results in a compensatory hypertrophy of the muscle. However, the extent of the response appears to be dependent, at least in part, on the activity and/or loading levels of the muscle following surgery. Thus, differences in the inherent physical activity levels across species may be an important factor to consider. In the present study, the effects of 8 weeks of FO on the isometric mechanical properties of the plantaris of mice (highly active) were determined and the findings compared with the results from previous studies performed on the plantaris of rats (highly active) and cats (less active). FO resulted in approximately a doubling of the mass, the physiological cross-sectional area and the maximum tetanic tension per unit cross-sectional area, was similar in the plantaris of control and FO mice. Isometric twitch speed properties were unaffected, but the tension enhancement in response to an increase in the rate of stimulation showed the pattern of a "faster" muscle following FO. The fatigue resistance of the plantaris in FO mice was significantly higher than in control mice. Although the degree of hypertrophy that occurred in the mouse plantaris was similar to that observed after FO in rats and in cats that are exercised intermittently at high intensities, there were differences in the mechanical properties that may be related to the adaptability of species and/or the behavioral responses to the overload.